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LISA BLACK-MEDDINGS
your Chief Negotiator

for OSSTF Toronto Executive Officer
Strong, Experienced Leadership
experienced in negotiations with a difficult employer
committed to member protection
fierce advocate for members
passionate about public education
skilled at grievances and arbitrations
focused on defending the collective agreement

Support for Lisa
"I have found Lisa Black-Meddings to be incredibly knowledgeable, astute, and approachable when dealing with personal and member concerns as they relate to
staffing, working conditions, and our collective agreement. I have continued to rely on advice from Lisa now that I am also a member in a fellow OSSTF
bargaining unit, as do many other members from across the province through her Provincial OSSTF committee and work-group commitments."
Jeff Donkersgoed, Silverthorn CI (on leave)
"Lisa has been an amazing Executive Officer to work with and I really appreciate everything she does. I have learned a lot being Branch President at Marc
Garneau and her support has always been fantastic. I have so much respect for our union and I've loved being involved in such a hands-on way."
Emma Munro, Branch President, Marc Garneau CI
“With Lisa as my Executive Officer, she has always been there when I had questions regarding the Collective Agreement, and especially whenever issues would
arise at my school that required special attention. Thank you for all of your hard work, effort, and practical insight through the years, Lisa.”
Fabio DiGiovanni, L’Amoreaux CI
“Lisa has been an amazing Executive Officer. She has an incredible wealth of knowledge and I trust her to stand up for my members. She is fierce when required
and diplomatic as
needed. Her dedication to her job is exemplary.”
Joanne Coniam, Branch President, L'Amoreaux CI
"Lisa’s keen understanding of the bargaining process, the Collective Agreement and benefits package, not to mention her charisma, are all valuable assets for
the TTBU. Having worked with Lisa on the P.D. committee and at A.M.P.A. I wholeheartedly support her candidacy."
Mitch Bubulj, Branch President, Silverthorn CI
"Lisa is a fantastic advocate for all OSSTF members. Her knowledge, kindness, and approachability make her a terrific Executive Officer."
Jason Brinder, George S. Henry
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As your Executive Officer,
I protect and defend teachers.
Connect:

www.facebook.com/LisaBlackMeddings

Twitter: @osstfdiva

Instagram: lblackmeddings

